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EDITORIAL 
Every Contact Leaves a Trace 
Every contact leaves a trace. This founding axiom of forensic science, 
coined by Edmond Locard, can be taken to describe the complicated 
relationship between literature and true crime writing. As the genre of 
true crime becomes ever more prominent in Australian reading habits, 
its literary impact invites investigation. It's not surprising that a nation 
state founded in acts of dispossession has always sustained a strong 
literary interest in real acts of theft and violence: from Watkin Tench's 
description of settlement to the big books of colouial myrhmaking, 
Clarke, Furphy, Boldrewood, real acts of violence have left their trace 
in the literary description of Australian social life. 
Although most Western literatures have similar acts to remember 
as founding or critical gesrures, Australian writing has rhe distinction 
of a canon framed by an attempt to speak to rhe world of irs particular 
origins. Coming late to the Anglophone marketplace, the earliest 
published writing in English that issued from Australia was already 
embedded in post-Industrial Revolution circulation patterns, and the 
big books that defined these concerns were published both here and 
abroad, and circulated as popular reading in journals, as three-decker 
novels, and early adapted co cinema. True crime writing found its 
modern audience in these places, in railway bookstalls at the turn of 
last century and in airport stands at the turn of the present. True crime 
books service sequestered readers, travellers, with their portability and 
their capacity ro distract and make time disappear. Their origins, in 
ephemeral publications that suggest lack of value, likewise promise 
that attachment to these stories is transitory and only incidentally 
compelling. 
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Their persistence in both material trace and in a growing readership 
suggests, though, that something more resonant is at work in rhe 
contemplation of violent, illicit, transgressive activity: an attempt co 
think about both what is left in its aftermath and what moves it along. 
Whether that contact is found in a shared topography, such as the one 
examined by Marise Williams in her essay on Underbelly's portrait of 
East Sydney, or in the piecing together of mug shots and popular 
reading Peter Doyle offers, it still forms pare of an informal and dis-
concerting archive. I rs structural premise, that everything points to 
something, is matched with another, the impossibility of generating 
complete, perfect, consistent stories from these objects. Whereas the 
law and fiction both shape narratives of cause and effect, true crime 
writing prosecutes another kind of realism, where speculation and 
opacity run counter to its "non-fiction" designation. 
The collection of articles here track some notable cases and archives 
with an eye to the relationship between the poetic, the sensational, and 
the everyday that characterises true crime writing. Marise Williams' 
essay, which opens this issue, offers a personal account of East Sydney 
as counrer to and amplification of th e relevisual version of this area 
and its denizens drawn in Underbelly Razor. Michael Farrell's essay on 
Ned Kelly's]erilderie letter reads it as poetic documentation o f the un-
settling of settlement myths. Rosalind Smith meticulously tracks the 
manifold ways in which ephemeral publications concerning the 
Deeming case form a publication event that facilitates re-thinking of 
such colonial publications in terms of networks of "redaction and 
reproduction." Belinda Morrissey's essay builds a careful account of 
Brendan Sokaluk's role in the Black Saturday fires in Victoria in 2007, 
layering accounts of the event to create a palimpsest of abjection. My 
essay on Schapelle Corby contemplates "airport literature" in its 
broadest sense, and the way in which multiple publications on the 
topic of her arrest, trial, and incarceration speak to the experience of 
an Australian "passing through customs." Kristen Davis' "Postcards 
from the 'Bondi Badland'" (in the Long Paddock) meditates on the 
scene of the "Gay Gang" murders in Bondi and on their material trace 
as found in archived crime scene photographs, a subtle interplay of 
contacts and traces contoured by cliffs and beaches normally invisible 
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due co their iconic over-exposure. Ross Gibson's Collision Course, also in 
the Long Paddock, is a "simple shuffleboard" of images and texts 
drawn from an archive of Sydney police work from 1900 to 1970. 
Fiction in the issue offers its own conjugation of these issues. In 
"Class," Melissa Beit adapts testimony as a form that reveals through 
ehsion and misdirection as much as through evidentiary compliance. 
CassandraAtherron's "Raining Blood and Money" evokes in a hauncing 
present tense the circumstances of the Triangle Shirtwaist factory fire of 
1911, where perished 146 workers, one as young as 14. The poetry here 
is various, and while some poems are explicidy tied to the theme, all 
bear the trace of their concact with the concents of the issue. 
Melissa jane Hardie 
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MARISE WILLIAMS 
The gender politics of Underbelly Razor 
In the 1990s I was spending a lot of time right smack in the middle of 
notorious Razorhurst, the area ofDarlinghursr and East Sydney where, 
in rhe 1920s and 1930s, the razor gangs waged war, as the vice queens 
Kate Leigh and Tilly Devine vied for their share of the working man's 
earnings through sly grog, cocaine and prostitution. It was more of a 
triumvirate of crime bosses -Leigh, Devine and Phil "the Jew'' Jeffs -
but the women were the ones who ruled the Sydney underworld roost. 
The Melbourne upstart Norman Bruhn who took on the triumvirate 
in 1927 didn't last long. At the time, I had no idea just how close I was 
to the history of the birth of organized crime in Australia. Larry Writer's 
book, Razor, about "this wild, romantic, dreadful period in Sydney's 
history'' wasn't published until2001 and Screentime's television adap-
tation ofWriter's book, Underbelly Razor, aired in 2011.1 What I know 
now is: my office at 177 William Srreet was next door co the Chard 
Building (171 William Street) where Jeffs ran his Fifty-Fifty Club in 
the 1930s; a friend's house in Palmer Street, East Sydney, which I 
visited often, was a few doors away from one of Devine's brothels at 
191 Palmer Street; the Easr Village pub where I met friends for drinks 
and dinner used to be the Trader's Arms where the Razorhurst gang-
ster crew drank, met and shot each other menacing glances. Razors 
were the weapon of choice. The Pistol License Act introduced in February 
1927 made carrying an unregistered firearm illegal, and murder was a 
hangable offence, but that didn't mean a gw1 wasn't used to wound or 
kill a man if need be. Bruhn was fatally shot in June 1927. Jeffs was 
shot in 1929 but survived. It was enough to scare him out of Sydney for 
a few years, though. Leigh shot two men in her time, both ar her 104 
Riley Street home - John "Snowy" Prendergast in 1930 and John 
McNamara in 1931. She killed Prendergast, pleaded self-defence in 
court and was acquitted by rhe jury. 
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